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DAY OF SALE 

THURSDAY, 17th OCTOBER, 1968 

commencing at 1 p.m. precisely 

ON VIEW 6 tha and Aaa prior to Sale 

and 1 p.m. to 4.30 p.m. 
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CONDITIONS OF SALE 

First.—The highest bidder to be the buyer; and if any dispute 
arise between two or more bidders, the lot so in dispute 
shall be immediately put up again and re-sold, provided 
the Auctioneer cannot decide the said dispute. 

SeconD.—No person to advance less than 1s.; above five pounds, 
5s.; and so on in proportion. 

Txirp.—All lots are put up for sale subject (a) to any reserve price 
imposed by the seller and (B) to the right of the seller 
to bid either personally or else by any one person who 
may be the Auctioneer. 

FourTH.—The purchasers to give in their names and places of 
abode, and to pay down 5s. in the pound or more in 
part payment, or the whole of the purchase-money, 
tf required; in default of which the lot or lots so purchased 
to be immediately put up again and re-sold. 

Firtu.—Each lot is believed to be genuine, but should any lot 
rove to be a forgery, or reprint, or wrongly described 

in the catalogue, the purchaser is at liberty to take or 
reject it, provided always that notice of such rejection 
be made and the lot returned within seven days from 
date of sale. 

SrxtH.—The Auctioneers will not hold themselves responsible for 
any action that may arise, acting solely as agents between 
buyer and seller and for both equitably. . 

SEVENTH.—The Auctioneers will not hold themselves responsible for 
the safe custody of any lots left more than three days 
after the sale. 

E1cHTH.—Buyers must satisfy themselves as to the accuracy of 
their purchases at the time of delivery. The Auctioneers 
not to be held cin rg for any discrepancy which 
might be discovered after the lots have been removed 
from their premises. 

Please Note. 

The metal in which the coins are struck is indicated thus: — 

N=gold, AR=silver, Al’ =copper or bronze. 
El=Electrum (an alloy of gold and silver). 
Bi=Billon (an alloy of silver and copper). 

Care is taken to describe wie ge the condition of coins 

and medals, using the following scale: Extremely fine, Very fine, 

Fine, and Good. Where no condition is stated it may be assumed 

that the coins and medals are not in good condition. 



EXCHANGE CONTROL (GOLD COINS EXEMPTION) 

ORDER, 1966 

Tue above Order, which came into effect on the 27th April, 1966, necessi- 

tates the following requirements in respect of ALL GOLD COINS DATED 

AFTER 1837. 

ie 

2. 

BUYING. 

(a) Residents of the United Kingdom, the Isle of Man and the Channel 

Islands must produce satisfactory proof that they are in possession 

of permission from the Bank of England to purchase gold coins 

dated after 1837. (Applications to maintain a collection of gold 

coins dated after 1837 should be submitted to the Dealing and 

Accounts Office, Bank of England, London, E.C.2, on Form GC1 

(obtainable from any Bank).) 

(6) Scheduled Territories. Bids are accepted on the understanding 

that local Exchange Control permission, where necessary, has been 

obtained for the importation of purchases. 

(c) Other Overseas Buyers are not, in any way, affected by this 

Order. 

SELLING. 

(a) Residents of the United Kingdom, the Isle of Man and the Channel 

Islands. Intending Vendors must produce satisfactory proof that 

they are in possession of permission from the Bank of England to 

sell gold coins dated after 1837. 

(b) Overseas Vendors. A Licence is required to import any gold coin 

dated after 1837. Intending Vendors should first submit to us a 

detailed list of all gold coins dated after 1837 which they propose 

to send for sale, in order that an Import Licence may be obtained. 
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AN IMPORTANT REMINDER 

for Overseas Collectors 

on the advantages of selling at 

GLENDINING & CO. LTD. 

Our commission for selling is only 124% (exclusive of illustrations) and 
no other tax is payable. 

There are NO RESTRICTIONS OR CUSTOMS DUTY on the import 
of collectors’ coins. 

Payment can be made IN ANY CURRENCY of the vendor’s choice. 

Buyers are NOT required to pay any form of auction tax. 

Our extensive subscription list ensures that Sale Catalogues reach 
IMPORTANT BUYERS THROUGHOUT THE WORLD. 

Enquiries for the disposal of collections will receive IMMEDIATE 
EXPERT ADVICE, and arrangements made to view if necessary. 

Complete settlement made 21 DAYS AFTER THE DATE OF SALE. 

CASH ADVANCES, at our discretion, if required. 

Avis important aux collectionneurs 
étrangers concernant les avantages 

de la vente chez 
Glendining & Co., Ltd. 

. Notre commission ne s’éléve qu’a 
12.5% du prix de vente; aucun impét 
ni aucune taxe sont dis. Les frais 
d’illustration sont en supplément 

Il n'y a ni taxe douaniére ni restric- 
tions frappant l’importation de mon- 
naies de collections en Angleterre. 

Le payement s‘effectue en n’importe 
quelle monnaie au choix du vendeur. 

Les acheteurs ne payent aucune taxe 
de vente. 

Le réseau étendu de nos abonnés aux 
catalogues de vente assure une distri- 
bution touchant les acheteurs impor- 
tants du monde entier. 

Les demandes d’informations con- 
cernant la vente de collections auront 
notre attention immédiate et le cas 
échéant une expertise peut se faire. 

Le payement intégral s’effectue 21 
jours aprés la vente. 

Sur demande une avance en especes 
pent éventuellement étre accordée. 

oo 

ao ns 

Wichtige Mitteilung fiir auslandische 
Sammler. Vorteile des Verkaufes 

durch 
Glendining & Co., Ltd. 

Unsere Kommission betragt nur 
124% des Verkatfspreises. Steuern 
werden nicht erhoben. Abbildung- 
skosten werden extra berechnet. 
Sammlermiinzen sind zollfrei und 
k6énnen anstandslos in England einge- 
fiihrt werden. 
Auszahlungen kénnen in jeder belie- 
bigen Wahrung nach Wunsch des 
Verkaufers gemacht werden. 
Der Kaufer zahit keinerlei Auktions- 
steuern. 
Unsere weitverbreitete Kundenliste 
beitet dafiir Gewahr, dass unsere 
Verkaufskataloge alle bedeutenden 
Kaufer der Welt erreichen. 
In Bezug auf Verkéufe von Samm- 
lungen erteilen wir unverziiglich 
fachmdnischen Rat und_besichtigen 
sie gegebenenfalls nach Ubereinkunft. 
Auszahlung des Verkaufserléses er- 
folgt 21 Tage nach de Auktion. 
Ein Vorschuss auf den Verkaufserlés 
kann gegebenenfalls zu  unseren 
Bedingungen geleistet werden. 

Note.—We shall be pleased to execute commissions to purchase Lots, free of charge, 
for Clients unable to attend the Sale personally. Lots will be purchased in the 
nom-de-nlume of ‘‘"GRAHAM” and will be secured as much below limits as possible. 



PREFACE 

On the 22nd of March, 1966, at Fishpool, near Newstead Abbey in Notting- 
hamshire, there was discovered the largest and most important hoard of 
Gold Coins ever found in the British Isles. 

Altogether, 1,237 gold coins have been recovered and the find was 
declared to be Treasure Trove in December 1966. Only two of the six 
finders fulfilled the conditions required by the law in relation to Treasure 
Trove, a Mr. Berhard Beeton and a small boy, Master D. Welham. Mr. 
Beeton found 100 coins, of which 15 have subsequently been purchased by 
museums, and the remaining 85 coins were returned to him. Master 
Welham found four coins, which were returned to him and these have 
subsequently been privately sold. 

The 85 coins belonging to Mr. Beeton are now being offered for sale. 
The remaining coins in the Hoard are being retained by the British Museum, 
who will be publishing in due course a monograph of the entire Hoard. 

In view of the great importance of the Hoard, it is felt that readers of 
this Catalogue may like to have some details, which are given below. The 
English coins are Nobles, Half-Nobles and Quarter-Nobles. 

1. Epwarp III. 27 coins. 9 of Pre-Treaty type, 15 of the Treaty period, 
and 3 of the Post-Treaty series. 

2. Ricuarp II. 12 coins. 11 Nobles and 1 Half-Noble muled with an 
obverse of Edward III. 

3. Henry IV. 38 coins. 1 Heavy Coinage Noble, 36 Light Coinage 
Nobles and 1 Half-Noble. 

4. Henry V. 266 coins. 258 Nobles (including three of the rare type 
A and 166 of the commonest type C), 7 Half-Nobles 
and 1 Quarter-Noble. 

5. Henry VI. 606 coins. This group includes 482 of the Annulet 
Coinage Nobles. New coins include a leaf-mascle Half- 
Noble and a cross-pellet Noble. 

6. Epwarp IV. 63 coins. The most remarkable fact about the Hoard is 
the presence of these 63 coins, consisting of 62 Nobles 
and one Quarter-Noble, the last being unknown. They 
are of the Heavy Coinage of 1461-64. Previously, only 
four specimens of the Heavy Coinage Nobles were 
known, of which three are of the ‘10 o'clock legend’’ 
type and one of the later type with legend starting at 
3 o'clock. Of the 62 Nobles in the Hoard, 32 are of 
type 1 and 30 of type 2. Several new varieties of these 
coins can now be recorded. 

In addition to the English coins, the following coins were found in the 
Hoard: — 

33 Anglo-Gallic Salutes of Henry VI; 
1 Demy and 12 Lions of James II of Scotland; 

11 Ecus of Charles VII of France; 



166 coins of the Dukes of Burgundy, chiefly Riders and Lions of 
Philip the Good; 

2 forgeries of Henry IV. 

SpinK & Son, Lrp. GLENDINING & CO., LTD. 

References 

ENGLISH Corns by G. C. Brooke. 
THE ScottisH CornacE by Ian Stewart. 
ANGLO-GALLIC GoLp Corns by R. D. Beresford Jones. 
GoLp Corns OF THE WoRLD by Robert Friedberg. 
Tue Heavy CornacE oF Henry VI by C. A. Whitton. 
B.N.J. Vor. XXIII, 1938-39. 
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CATALOGUE of 

ENGLISH 

HAMMERED GOLD COINS 
from the celebrated “Fishpool Hoard” 

DAY OF SALE 

Thursday, 17th October, 1968 

commencing at 1 p.m. precisely 

Edward III, London Noble, Pre-Treaty period, Group F (1356 ?), 
mint mark crown on reverse only. Fine but chpped, very 
rare. 

—— London Noble, Post-Treaty period, with French title re- 
sumed (1363-77), saltire stops both sides, rev. E and pellet 
in centre. Slightly short of flan, about very fine and rare 

Richard II, London Noble, Brooke type (C) with fish-tail lette:- 
ing, no marks on rudder or by shield, obverse includes 
French title. Slightly short of flan, otherwise extremely fine 
and rare. 

—— Calais Noble, Brooke Group C, obverse omits French title 
and has flag at stern of ship. Of very coarse workmanship 
both sides, this has been called a contemporary forgery, 
but is not accepted as such by current numismatic opinion. 
Clipped and only fair, but very rare and interesting. 

—— London Noble, Brooke Group B, lettering of straight form, 
French title on obverse, and no marks on rudder. Clipped, 
fine and rare. 
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220 

360 
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Henry IV, London Noble, Light Coinage (1412-13), obv. trefoil 
and annulet (very weakly struck) on ship’s side, vev. H and 
pellet in centre, trefoil in third quarter (weight 107.2 grains). 
Very fine and very rare. 

—— Another, from the same dies as the last (wt. 106.4 grains). 
About fine and very rare. 

—— Another, obv. trefoil (without annulet) on ship’s side, rev. 
similar type with trefoil in third quarter but from a different 
die to the last two coins (wt. 104.5 grains). Fine and very 
rare. 

—— Another, different obverse die which reads FRAC, rev. trefoil 
in first quarter (wt. 107.7 grains). As struck but slightly 
off-centre on obverse and double-struck on reverse, very 
fine and very rare. 

Henry V, Noble, Brooke Class C, obv. HENRIC ’X DI ’X GRA ’X. 
REX X ANGL ’X Z FRANC X DNS X HYB (quatrefoil), mullet by 
wrist and broken annulet on ship’s side, rev. IHC X AVTEM X 
TRANSIENS X PER X MEDIV X ILLORV xX IBAT, quatrefoil in 
second quarter. Very fine. 

—— Another, obv. reads HIB, vev. similar but different die to the 
last. Fine. 

—— Another, obv. HyB but omit quatrefoil at end of legend, rev. 
similar type to the last. Very fine. 

—— Another, obv. H1B (quatrefoil), rev. similar type to last. A 
little weak in part of legends, otherwise nearly extremely 
fine. 

—_— Another, obv. uyB (quatrefoil), rev. similar type to last. 
Extremely fine, full, and well struck, rare thus. 
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—— Another, obv. omits pellet beneath wrist, vev. similar type 
to last. Nearly extremely fine. 

—— Another, with pellet as normally by wrist, vev. similar type 
to last. Fine. 

—— Another, obv. similar type to last, vev. quatrefoil in first 
quarter. Very fine. 

—— Another, type similar to Lot 16, with pellet by wrist on 
obverse and quatrefoil in second quarter of reverse. Fine. 

—— Another, obv. mullet weakly struck, otherwise similar type 
to the last, vev. similar type to last. Nearly very fine. 

—— Another, omits quatrefoil at end of legend, rev. similar type 
to last. Clipped, otherwise fine. 

—— Another, obv. similar to last, rev. legend reads TRANSIES. 
Fine. 

—— Another, obv. with quatrefoil at end of legend, rev. normal 
reading TRANSIENS. Very fine. 

—— Another, obv. omits quatrefoil, rev. similar to last. Clipped, 
otherwise fine. 

— Another, obv. with quatrefoil, vev. similar to last. Fine. 

—— Another, obv. omits quatrefoil, annulet (broken) on rudder 
and without annulet on ship’s side, “‘early’’ type mullet 
by wrist, rev. similar type to last. Fine and rare. 
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Another, with quatrefoil, normal mullet and broken annulet 
on ship's side, rev. similar to last. Nearly very fine. 

Another, obv. with quatrefoil, type similar to Lot 25 with 
annulet on rudder and omitted on ship’s side, ‘‘early’’ 
mullet, rev. similar type to last. Short of flan, otherwise 
very fine. 

Noble, Brook Class E/F, obv. HyB (quatrefoil), mullet and 
annulet by wrist, pellet at sword point, annulet unbroken 
on ship’s side, and trefoil by shield, rev. pellet in first 
quarter, quatrefoil in second. Nearly extremely fine and 
rare. 

Another, similar type to the last. Nearly extremely fine 
and rare. 

Another, similar. In extremely fine condition, rare. 

Another, similar type. Fine. 

Another, obv. omits quatrefoil, rev. legend ends 1B and has 
trefoil in first quarter and quatrefoil in second. Very fine 
and rare. 

Noble, Brooke Class F/G mule, obv. HyB (quatrefoil), 
mullet and annulet by wrist, no pellet at sword point, trefoil 
by shield and trefoil on ship’s side, rev. no marks in field 
and annulet stops. Very fine and very rare. 

Half-Noble, Brooke Class G, obv. HENRIC (mullet) DI GRA 
REX ANGL Z FR (quatrefoil), annulet stops, no marks, rev. 
DOMINE (mullet) NE IN FVRORE TVO ARGVAS M, annulet stops, 
no marks in field. Extremely fine and very rare. 
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Henry VI, London Noble, Annulet Coinage (1422-25), obv. 
HENRIC (lis) DI GRA REX ANGL Z FRANC DNS HYB, stops tre- 
foils, annulet by King’s wrist, rev. mint mark lis, IHC 
(mullet) AVT TRANSIENS PER MEDIVM ILLORV IBAT, annulet 
stops and annulet in one spandril of reverse. Nearly ex- 
tremely fine. 

—— Another, similar type. Weak in legends, otherwise ex- 
tremely fine. 

—— Another, similar. Very fine. 

—— Another. Weak in legends, otherwise very fine. 

—— Another. A little weakly struck in places, but in mint state. 

—— Another. Very fine. 

—— Another. As struck but weak in places, very fine. 

—— Another. Very fine. 

—— Another. Very fine. 

—— Another. Extremely fine. 

—— Another. Very fine. 

—— Another. Obverse fine, reverse very fine. 

—— Another. Very fine. 

as 

280 

230 

190 

180 

380 

230 
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200 

210 

360 

220 

170 

200 
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360 0 0 48 -—— Another. Extremely fine. 

360 0 0 49 —— Another. Extremely fine. 

200 0 0 50 —— Another. Very fine. 

210 0 © 51 —— Another. Very fine. 

360 0 0 52 —— Another. Extremely fine. 

220 0 0 53 —— Another. Very fine. 

210 0 0 54 —— Another. Very fine. 

200 0 0 55 —— Another. Very fine. 

120 0 0 56 —— Another. Fine. 

220 0 0 57 —— Another. Nearly very fine. 

350 0 0 58 —— Noble, Calais mint, Annulet Coinage, obv. flag at stern, 
annulet by wrist, trefoil stops, rev. m.m. lis, H in centre, 
annulet stops and annulet in one spandril. Very fine and 
scarce. 

170 0 0 59 -—— Another, similar type but C in centre of reverse. Clipped, 
about fine, scarce. 

400 0 0 60 -—— Another, similar type to Lot 58, with H in centre of reverse. 
Very fine and scarce. 
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—— Noble, York mint, Annulet issue, obv. lis over stern, annulet 
by wrist and trefoil stops, rev. H in centre, annulet stops. 
and annulet in one spandril. Very fine and scarce. 

London Noble, Pinecone-mascle coinage, obv. pinecone 
stops, mascle after REX, reads HIB, rev. mint mark lis and 
lis in second quarter, pinecone stops, mascle after PER 
(Whitton obv. 21, rev. 24). Fine and rare. 

Another, obv. Whitton 29a, rev. 21. Extremely fine and 
rare. 

Another, obv. pinecones of Whitton type 3 but reads HIB, 
rev. Whitton 21 (the obverse die not recorded by Whitton). 
Nearly extremely fine and rare. 

Another, obv. reads HYB, vev. Yeads TRANCIES (Whitton obv. 
23a, rev. 25a). Edge slightly jagged, otherwise extremely 
fine and rare. 

London Noble, Leaf-trefoil issue, obv. without marks, but 
leaf stops and trefoil after REX, vev. no marks in quarters, 
leaf stops and trefoil after PER (Whitton 31 but reverse die 
differs—no trefoil after MEDIVM and no leaf after ILLORV 
(sic)). Extremely fine and extremely rare. 

London Noble, Leaf-pellet issue, obv. H (pellet and saltire) 
ENRIC DI GRA REX ANGL Z FRANC DNS Hy (saltire and pellet) 
B, leaf beside shield, rev. no mark, H and pellet in centre 
(Whitton unpublished). Rather double-struck, otherwise 
extremely fine and extremely rare. 

— London Noble, Trefoil issue, obv. double saltire stops, tre- 
foil by shield, rev. no marks, double saltire stops, reads 
AvTo and TRASIENS (Whitton obv. 31, rev. unpublished). 
Extremely fine and extremely rare. 

400 0 0 
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Half-Noble, London, Annulet issue, obv. annulet by wrist, 
— stops, vev. mint mark lis, annulet in one spandril. 

ine. 

Another, similar type. Clipped and only fair. 

Half-Noble, Calais, Annulet issue, obv. flag at stern, annulet 
by King’s wrist and trefoil stops, vev. C in centre, annulet 
stops. Very fine and rare. 

Edward IV, London Noble, Heavy Coinage, type 1, obv. legend 
starts at 10 o'clock, E X DWARD ’ DI GRA ’X REX ANGL ’X Z X 
FRAN ’' DNS HB, pellet either side of crown and lis below 
shield, rvev. mint mark lis, IHC AVT ’X TRANSENS PER MEDIVM 
ILORV ‘x IBAT, E and pellet in centre (wt. 106.9 grains). 
As struck but slightly weak in places, about extremely fine 
and extremely rare. 

Another, from a different obverse die, reads HYB’, rev. a 
different die reading TRANSIENS and with larger E and pellet 
in centre (wt. 107.2 grains). Extremely fine and extremely 
rare. 

Another from the same dies as Lot 72 (wt. 107.5 grains). 
In beautiful state and extremely rare. 

Another from the same dies as the last (wt. 107.5 grains). 
In beautiful state and extremely rare. 

London Noble, Heavy Coinage, type 2, obv. mint mark 
rose and eye, and legend begins at 3 o'clock, saltire below 
King’s wrist, trefoil before Epwarp and trefoil in ship orna- 
ment, trefoil stops in legend, obv. legend reads HIB, rev. 
mint mark rose, legends reads IBATVR and MEDIVv (wt. 107.7 
grains). Jn mint state and extremely rare, 
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—— Another, obv. mint mark rose, legend begins at 3 o'clock, 
saltire before EDWARD and quatrefoil below King’s wrist, 
saltire stops and no trefoil in ship ornaments, obv. legend 
reads HYB, vev. mint mark rose and a rose (instead of 
trefoil) in each of the top two spandrils, legend reads IBATVR 
and MEDIVM (wt. 107.5 grains). Edge a little jagged, other- 
wise extremely fine and excessively rare. Only one other 
example of this new type with roses in the spandrils was 
found in the hoard. 

Scotland, JAmEs II, Lion, first issue, obv. crowned shield, mint 
mark cross, lis by shield, lAcoBvs, etc., rev. St. Andrew on 
cross, crowned lis at sides (Stewart 89). Very fine and 
scarce. 

— Another, similar type both sides. Very fine and scarce. 

Anglo-Gallic, Salute, St. Lo mint, mint mark fleur-de-lis (Beres- 
ford Jones obv. 550, vev. 561). Very fine. 

—— Salute, Paris mint, mint mark crown (Beresford Jones obv. 
500, vev. 510). Fair. 

Flanders, Philip the Good, Lion d’or, undated, obv. lion seated 
to left, vev. arms impaled on cross fleurée (F.118). Very 
fine. 

—— —— Rider or Cavalier d’or, undated, obv. equestrian por- 
trait right, vev. arms in elaborate shield (F.116). Chipped 
and cracked on edge, otherwise about very fine. 

Brabant, Philip the Good, Lion d’or, undated, similar type to Lot 
82 but obv. legend Dvx- BURG: BRAB-, etc. (F.44). Very 
fine. 

10,500 0 0 

200 0 0 

260 0 0 

12000 

55 0 0 

130 0 0 

130 00 

14000 
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150 0 0 85 Hainault, Philip the Good, Lion d’or, undated, similar type to 
the last but legend reads HANDiE (F.168). Edge a little 
uneven, otherwise nearly extremely fine. 

END OF SALE 



GLENDINING © Co., Ltd. 
7, Blenheim Street, 

New Bond Street, London, W.1. 

Telephone: 01-493 2445 (3 lines) 

OPEN DAILY FOR THE RECEPTION OF FINE ART PROPERTY 

Expert advice freely given to intending sellers. 

We insure all goods in our custody (unless instructed to the contrary), 

charging a premium of 5/- per £100. 

PROMPT SETTLEMENTS 

Notice of all Sales appear in the Daily Telegraph on Mondays 

and The Times on Tuesdays. 

We are pleased to execute bids, free of charge, 

for buyers unable to attend the Sales. 

VALUATIONS FOR PROBATE AND INSURANCE 

Terms on application. 
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COIN CATALOGUES 
On the average we issue twelve Coin Catalogues each year, 

some of which are usually of sales of important collections. 

CATALOGUE SUBSCRIPTIONS 

PRE-SALE CATALOGUES, frequently illustrated, are 
normally posted to subscribers about three weeks prior to the 
date of Sale. 

PRICED CATALOGUES (not illustrated) are issued after 
each Sale with the prices realised printed in the margin opposite 
each Lot, thus giving at a glance a reliable guide to values. 
The final test of value must always be auction prices rather 
than the figures given in books of reference, for changing times 
and fashions soon render the latter obsolete and misleading. 

The Priced Catalogues are posted to subscribers as soon as 
ready, usually about three weeks after the date of Sale. 

Subscription Rates 

(commencing from \st January) 

Pre-Sale Coin Catalogues __..... 10s. Od. per annum 

Priced ~ Pde ae 30s. Od. ,, 77 

(Pro rata reductions for new subscribers commencing after 
ist January) 

All subscriptions expire on 3lst December, and renewal 
reminders are issued. Catalogues of past Sales cannot be 
supplied. 

AIR MAIL 

To allow subscribers resident outside Europe time to submit 
postal bids, Pre-Sale Catalogues will, if desired, be sent by Air 
Mail. Air Mail postage is not, however. included in the 
Subscription Rate and must be borne by the subscriber. In 
such cases an additional £1 should be sent as a deposit and we 
will advise when this is exhausted. 
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GLENDINING & CO., LTD. | 
AUCTIONEERS & VALUERS 

of 
Ancient Greek, Roman and Egyptian Antiquities : Books ee 
Ceramics : Coins : Ethnographical Items : Furniture “a | 
Jewellery : Military and Naval Medals : Objects of Vertu pe. 
Oriental Works of Art : Postage Stamps : Silver : mea 
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CASH ADVANCES 

cauliiied) on Lots sent in for absolute sale. 

COMMISSION FOR SELLING Z 
124% on the amount realised Minimum Charge 

of ' 

5% on reserve prices for Lots yet, 
remaining unsold 

EXPERT ADVICE 
Expert advice is immediately available and no us ae 
made for the examination of property submitted to these [%| 
Rooms with a view to Sale by Auction. Visits to Town and |} 
Country houses for the purpose of advising intending! el ¢: 
arranged at a nominal charge. al 

VALUATIONS vans. Br 

Probate and Insurance Valuations on Collections at saa s 
nised scale of charges. The valuation fee is refunded if the |S} 
property involved is placed in our hands for sale within se (8 Bae 
months of the date of valuing. 
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Further information on application to the Auctioneers at: 

7, Blenheim Street, New Bond Street, London, W.1. 

Telephone: 01-493 2445 (3 lines) 

Printed by Pardy & Son (Printers) Ltd., The Triangle, Bournemouth 


